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Abstract—Demand-side management (DSM) involves a group
of programs, initiatives, and technologies designed to encourage
consumers to modify their level and pattern of electricity usage.
This is performed following methods such as financial incentives
and behavioral change through education. While the objective of
the DSM is to achieve a balance between energy production and
demand, effective and efficient implementation of the program
rests within effective use of emerging Internet of things (IoT)
concept for online interactions. Here, a novel DSM framework
based on diffusion and alternating direction method of multipliers
(ADMM) strategies, repeated under a model predictive control
(MPC) protocol, is proposed. On the demand side, the customers
autonomously and by cooperation with their immediate neighbors
estimate the baseline price in real time. Based on the estimated
price signal, the customers schedule their energy consumption
using the ADMM cost-sharing strategy to minimize their incom-
modity level. On the supply side, the utility company determines
the price parameters based on the customers real-time behavior
to make a profit and prevent the infrastructure overload. The
proposed mechanism is capable of tracking drifts in the optimal
solution resulting from the changes in supply/demand sides.
Moreover, it considers all classes of appliances by formulating the
DSM problem as a mixed-integer programming (MIP) problem.
Numerical examples are provided to show the effectiveness of the
proposed framework.
Index Terms—ADMM, diffusion strategy, demand-side man-
agement, dual-decomposition, dynamic pricing.
I. INTRODUCTION
In demand side management (DSM), the aggregate demand
curve is flattened by effective scheduling and demand planning
through smart control and rescheduling of loads, integrating
renewable energies, and balancing intermittent power genera-
tion [1]. The main benefits of the DSM programs are reducing
the need for new power plant, transmission and distribution
networks and reducing the aggregate cost in both supply
and demand sides (by efficient use of existing supply capac-
ity), environmental improvement (by reducing greenhouse gas
emissions), improving the reliability and consistency of the
power system, mitigating the system urgent requirements and
reducing the number of blackouts (by actively balancing the
supply-demand curve).
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DSM implementation requires real-time information ex-
change among the electric companies, power equipments and
smart meter for each user. Therefore, IoT technology has
realized the possibility for implementation of DSM programs
in smart grids [2]–[4]. Nevertheless, there are some challenges
in using the DSM programs. The first challenge is the diversity
and low flexibility of the appliance characteristics. To establish
a legitimate DSM program, it is essential to consider a
comprehensive and general optimization-based home energy
management controller taking the exact characteristics of all
the appliances into account. The next challenge to achieve an
optimal DSM is to actively monitor the energy price signals
coming from the utility company, participate in the energy
bids, optimally respond to the energy management signals in
real-time, and submit his/her scheduled energy consumption
profile to the utility company by each customer. This kind of
manual grid-customer interaction and granting full authority
to the utility company jeopardizes the customers’ privacy,
reduce the utility and satisfaction level, and could result in
a non-optimal management. There is, therefore, a need for
developing smart systems that can autonomously execute all
these tasks in a decentralized manner without prompting the
customers [5]–[7].
Moreover, the integration of plug-in electric vehicles (PEVs)
[8], energy storage systems (ESSs) [9], and renewable energy
sources (RESs) [10] in the DSM programs plays a significant
role in balancing the generation of electricity and its real-
time demand. Different from the traditional computation in
power systems, which customizes the information and com-
munication technology (ICT) resources for mapping the appli-
cations separately, the DSM especially asks for scalability and
economic efficiency, because there are increasing number of
stakeholders participating in the computation process. Besides,
handling the uncertainty resources in the system requires
significant amount of calculations.
A. State of the Art
To tackle the diversity and taking the exact characteristics of
all the appliances, some researches involved several classes of
domestic appliances including deferrable, curtailable, thermal,
and critical [11]. Others formulated multi-residential DSM
problems in the smart grids with multi-class appliances mod-
els, such as [12]–[14]. An energy management method was
introduced in [15] to optimally control the energy supply and
the temperature settings of distributed heating and ventilation
systems for residential buildings. The results showed that the
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price signal fluctuations can significantly affect the DSM/DR
programs. From this work we can conclude that, it is essential
to consider an effective and efficient dynamic model for the
price signal in such program. To benefit from the autonomous
distributed methods, the customers’ privacy and satisfaction
level, as well as the energy provider’s utility and the optimality
of the distributed DSM solutions are investigated in [16]–[18].
An alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM)-
based distributed demand response (DR) method for achieving
a real-time power balance in a neighborhood with a large
number of customers and RESs was presented in [19] and
[20], while the dynamic dc optimal power flow problem
with demand response was discussed in [21]. A real-time
decentralized DSM was also developed to adjust the real-
time residential load to follow a pre-planned day-ahead energy
generation by micro-grid [22]. A holistic formulation for
energy management and trading of a Micro/Nano-grid (M/NG)
with several potential components was developed in [23] to
jointly optimize the internal energy consumption management
and external local energy trading for a system including several
M/NGs.
In recent years, the distributed autonomous DSM algo-
rithms, such as cost-oriented cloud computing-based DSM
in [24], [25], the customer-centric DSM in [26], and the
computation and convergence analysis in [27] have been exten-
sively discussed focusing on the communication/computation
status of the system. In [28] a bidirectional framework for
solving the demand-side management problem in a distributed
way was investigated to substantially improve the search
efficiency. In [29] a robust worst-case analysis was developed
to tackle the uncertainties in the system. The DR problem in
which the utility faces uncertainty and limited communication
was discussed in [30] from utility perspective with realistic
settings. A joint online learning and pricing algorithm was
developed in this work to cope with the uncertainties in
behavior of the price signal and customers. In [31] a pricing
mechanism was implemented that relies on non-cooperative
heterogeneous load knowledge of future energy consumption
in the DR program with minimal amount of information. The
proposed game-based DR in this work was designed in a
distributed fashion converging to a Nash equilibrium with low
information exchange to maintain the privacy of the customers.
B. Contributions
Considering all possible challenges, the focus here is to
provide a fully distributed real-time robust DSM solution
which significantly reduces the communication/computation
burden on the network, secures the costumer privacy, and is
autonomous in both price estimation and objective function
optimization. The main contributions of this paper are as
follows:
A fully distributed estimation mechanism: Because of the
uncertainties (e.g., uncertainty in the generated power from
the renewable resources, the customers’ energy demand, and
the wholesale electricity price) applying the DSM and DR
strategies in a day-ahead manner is not accurate and therefore
real-time mechanisms are necessary. In one hand, to make an
optimal decision in a real-time application, the customers need
to know the electricity price in the upcoming time-slots. On the
other hand, the exact electricity price is revealed at the end of
each slot, after the power is consumed and the utility company
becomes aware of its value. So, there is a need for an agent-
based (to maintain the privacy of the customers), adaptive real-
time (to act on time), and fully distributed (to be practical)
mechanism by which the customers can estimate the electricity
price variation accurately. The estimation mechanism must be
robust to communication disruptions to increase the reliability
of the power system. None of the presented works in the
literature has investigated such issues. For the first time,
an autonomous fully distributed price estimation mechanism
using a powerful, robust, and scalable adaptive diffusion-
least mean square (LMS) strategy is developed as the first
contribution of this paper. By applying the proposed strategy,
the customers can cooperatively estimate the price signal for
the upcoming scheduling window and update it adaptively at
each time slot using the already received information.
A novel cost-sharing optimization mechanism: After the
price estimation, the customers must consider the impact of
their decisions on the price function and subsequently have
a better intuition on the electricity price in the upcoming
time slots. Enabling such capability in a distributed manner
needs the customers to know the power consumption of each
other [32]–[34]. However, the consumption pattern of each
customer is its private information. Further, performing the
DSM algorithm by the customers sequentially (as done by the
game theoretic methods) imposes a long delay to the system
which is not acceptable in real-time applications. The second
contribution of this paper is to tackle the above two issues by
formulating a novel supply-bidding function and applying the
ADMM mechanism to the DSM program. Despite the present
ADMM approaches, such as [19]–[21] which only take part in
the optimization problem, the proposed ADMM optimization
mechanism in this paper is synchronized with the supply-
bidding functions and price estimation mechanism due to its
cost-sharing protocol. By the formulated synchronized cost-
sharing ADMM method, the estimation and optimization part
of the DSM framework is implemented simultaneously, the
privacy of the customers are preserved (as each customer only
needs to know the average power consumption of the system)
and they can run their DSM algorithms simultaneously which
lowers the time delay.
A computationally efficient optimization algorithm: By
increasing the number of customers and the power grid scale,
there is an essential need for a simple optimization method
with low computational cost of real-time implementation.
However, the characteristic of some electrical appliances may
lead to generation of integer variables, which in turn, change
the DSM problem as a mixed-integer programming (MIP)
problem and increase the complexity of the optimization
problem. Given some existing solutions to an MIP, the third
contribution of this paper is to provide a simple but effective
solution to this problem by converting the integer variables
into continuous variables and providing an augmentation-
based penalty (AbP) to guarantee an acceptable accuracy
in approximating the integer variables. A dynamic pricing
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF NOTATION.
 
Symbol Description  Symbol Description 
 
     
, ,K k   Set of customers, total number of customers, and their index  
,
cap
k bE  
The capacity of storage device b  of customer k  
, ,H h   Set of equal length time slots, scheduling horizon, and time slot index  
,
c
k b  
Charging efficiency of storage device b  of customer k  
, , ,k kA a b   
Set of customer k 's appliances, total number of these appliances, and appliance 
indexes 
 
,
d
k b  
Discharging efficiency of storage device b  of customer k  
 
o
k
n
  
Set of customer k 's non-flexible appliances  h
kl   
Total energy demand of customer k at time slot h  
f
k
l
  
Set of customer k 's low-flexible appliances  minl  
The capacity of the power system’s infrastructure (reverse current) 
f
k
m
  
Set of customer k 's mid-flexible appliances  maxl  
The capacity of the power system’s infrastructure (direct current) 
f
k
h
 
Set of customer k 's high-flexible appliances  
kX   
customer k ’s consumption profile throughout the scheduling horizon H  
,k a   
Set of permissible time slots for scheduling operation of appliance a  of 
customer k  
 
, ,h hbl sh
hp p p   
Price signal determined for time slot h , the baseline part, the shadow part 
,k a   
Minimum start time of operation for appliance a of customer k   
( ),
h
k aU   
Concave utility function  of appliance a  if customer k  
,k a   
Maximum end time of operation for appliance a of customer k   
,
h
k aw  
Priority of energy consumption index at slot h  related to appliance a of 
customer k  
,
min
k aE   Minimum tolerable energy demand bounds of appliance k
hfa  of customer 
k  
 
,
u
k ar  Upper bound of the corresponding integer variable 
,
,
h in
k ax  
,
max
k aE   Maximum tolerable energy demand bounds of appliance k
hfa  of customer 
k  
 
k  
Weight factor for making trade-off between minimizing cost and maximizing 
utility   
,k aE   Total desirable energy need of appliance k
hfa of customer k for finishing 
its task 
 
,h hu d   
Lagrange multipliers at slot h   
,
min
k ax   Minimum power level that appliance k
hfa of customer k can consume 
 
, ( ),
in
kk g kG gX   Set of affine constraints induced by integer variables 
in
kX  and total number 
of these constraints for customer k  
,
max
k ax   Maximum power level that appliance k
hfa of customer k can consume 
 
( )EP x   Penalty function for affine constraints with parameter k  
,
h
k ax   
Power consumption rate scheduled for appliance a of customer k at time slot h   h
kv  
zero-mean random  price estimation noise 
,
h
k a  
Auxiliary variable, equal to 1 if appliance a of customer k  turned on at slot h , 
while was off at slot 1h , otherwise is equal to 0. 
 h
kz  Vector of the explanatory data available at customer k  at slot h  
,
t
k a
rax  The nominal power consumption by  appliance a  of customer k  
 
 ,k k  
Step sizes for adaptation and combination phases 
,
x
k a
fiE  Total desirable energy need of appliance a  of customer k for finishing its task 
 
k   
Set of neighborhood of customer k  
,
h
k bE  
The energy level of storage device b  of customer k  at slot h   
, ,,l k l ka c   
Weight parameter for adaptation and combination phases 
 
 
policy: The system supply capacity and the aggregate load
demand fluctuations are other highly important issues which
are not modeled and considered explicitly in the mentioned
works. From the presented simulation results, increasing the
involvement of DSM programs to the power system can put
the reliability and stability of the power systems into danger.
This is because all the customers try to consume more power
in the low-price slots and sell it in the high-price slots (i.e.,
the high revers-current). This can create sub-peaks and high
load fluctuations. In the mentioned works (such as, [9], [10],
[15], [30], [31]) these peak loads and high demand fluctuations
can overload all the distribution infrastructures and take down
the power system. To prevent such damages and provide a
valid DSM approach we provide a dynamic pricing policy.
The role of this policy is to impose a high shadow-price to
the customers whose consumption patterns tend to deviate
from the aggregate optimal power flow and violate the supply
capacity limit. Specifically, when all the customers try to
consume more power in the low baseline-price time-slots,
which has a potential to over cross the system supply capacity,
the shadow-price increases to reduce the customers’ incentive
in consumption in those time-slots. To manage this, we need
to couple the amount of total customers’ power consumption
to each other through imposing a sharing cost function and
a constraint on the aggregate allowed maximum/minimum
power flow of the system infrastructure. On the other hand, to
be able to still implement a fully distributed DSM mechanism,
a dual-decomposition technique is proposed to uncouple the
customers decisions, while guaranteeing that the total demand
does not exceed the power infrastructure capacity. This is the
last contribution of the paper.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we present the considered smart grid model. The DSM prob-
lem is formulated in Section III. In Section IV we explain the
proposed Diffusion-ADMM strategy model in detail. Section
V shows the simulation results and we conclude the paper in
Section VI.
Notation: Throughout the paper, the scalars are denoted by
normal fonts, sets are denoted in calligraphy mode, and vectors
by boldface lower-case and matrices by boldface upper-case
letters. We show the expectation operator by E[·], the matrix
transpose by (·)>, and the conjugate by (·)∗. x˜ implies that
x is stochastic and we denote its estimate by xˆ. 1 denotes
a column vector with unit entries and tr(·) denotes the trace
operator. The other notations are listed in Table I.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider an architecture consisting of one energy provider
(i.e., the utility company) and a set of K = {1, 2, · · · ,K}
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residential customers (with the total number K , |K|). As is
common in the DSM literature, we assume that each customer
is equipped with a smart meter (SM) including an energy
consumption manager (ECM) device with the ability of energy
consumption scheduling of its appliances. All the customers’
smart meters are connected to the same utility company and
their neighbors through a suitable two-way communication
protocol, i.e., a local area network (LAN). The utility company
is, in turn, connected to the wholesale market to provide its
customers’ demand. The set of equal length time slots (h) in
the scheduling horizon is H = {1, 2, · · · , H}. Further, Ak
and Ak , |Ak| denote the set of all appliances and the total
number of appliances belonging to customer k, respectively.
Each customer is assumed to have probably a storage
device and four classes of appliances with non-flexible (e.g.,
refrigerator), high-flexible (e.g., PEV), mid-flexible (e.g., pool
pump), and low-flexible (e.g., washing machine) characteris-
tics denoted as Anok , Ahfk , Amfk , and Alfk , respectively. Each
appliance a ∈ Ak = Anok × Ahfk × Amfk × Alfk has its
own allowed scheduling window Hk,a , {αk,a, · · · , βk,a},
where αk,a is the minimum possible start time and βk,a is the
maximum acceptable end time of the operation. We define the
specifications of these appliances as follows:
x
min
k,a ≤ xhk,a ≤ xmaxk,a , ∀a ∈ Ahfk and h ∈ H,
E
min
k,a ≤ Ek,a ≤ Emaxk,a ,
βk,a∑
h=αk,a
x
h
k,a = Ek,a, ∀a ∈ Ahfk ,
x
h
k,a ∈ {0, xratk,a}, Γhk,a ∈ {0, 1}, ∀a ∈ Amfk ×Alfk and h ∈ H,
βk,a∑
h=αk,a
Γ
h
k,ax
h
k,a = E
fix
k,a ,
βk,a∑
h=αk,a
Γ
h
k,a ≥ 1 ∀a ∈ Amfk ,
βk,a∑
h=αk,a
Γ
h
k,a
h+∆k,a−1∑
i=h
x
i
k,a = E
fix
k,a ,
βk,a−∆k,a+1∑
h=αk,a
Γ
h
k,a = 1, ∀a ∈ Alfk
(1)
where xhk,a (= 0, ∀ h /∈ Hk,a) is the power consumption
rate scheduled by the ECM of customer k for his appliance
a at time slot h with minimum and maximum power rate
bounds xmink,a and x
max
k,a . The first and second lines of (1)
refer to the high-flexible appliances, where Ek,a is the desired
aggregated energy which must be consumed until βk,a, with
the minimum and maximum tolerable energy bounds Emink,a
and Emaxk,a . Third line of (1) belongs to the mid-flexible
and low-flexible appliances expressing that these appliances
work with their nominal power xratk,a regulated by an auxiliary
variable Γhk,a = {0 (off mode), 1 (on mode)}. The forth line
implies that the mid-flexible appliances need fixed amount of
energy Efixk,a until βk,a, while the operation of them can be
interrupted and resume again. The last line expresses that once
the low-flexible appliances switch on, their operations cannot
be interrupted until the end of their tasks. That means, Γhk,a
works as a trigger for the low-flexible appliance and once is
equal to one, the appliance continue working for a continuous
period with length ∆k,a = E
fix
k,a /x
rat
k,a. This operation period is
the time needed for the low-flexible appliance to finish its work
while continuously works with the nominal power rate xratk,a.
As the appliance’s task must be finished before the deadline
βk,a, the second constraint of the last line implies that the
appliance must be turned on before h = βk,a −∆k,a.
The customer can procure energy to his appliances from
either the utility company or by providing from his own
storage device. However, the storage device energy level and
charge/discharge power rates are limited at each slot h as:
0 ≤ Ehk,b ≤ Ecapk,b , −xratk,b ≤ Γhk,bxhk,b ≤ xratk,b , ∀h ∈ H (2)
where Ehk,b = E
h−1
k,b + x
h
k,b
[
(Γhk,b + 1)η
c
k,b + (Γ
h
k,b −
1)/ηdk,b)
]
/2 is the energy level of storage device of cus-
tomer k updated at slot h, with the charring/discharging
efficiencies denoted respectively as 0 < ηck,b < 1
and 0 < ηdk,b < 1. Using auxiliary variable Γ
h
k,b =
{−1 (discharge mode), 0 (idle mode), 1 (charge mode)} the
dynamic evolution of energy level of the battery is updated.
Namely, when Γhk,b = 1 at slot h, the charge rate Γ
h
k,bx
h
k,b > 0
is the amount of power consumed by the battery, while the
fraction ηck,bx
h
k,b of it added to E
h−1
k,b and stored in the battery.
As the same way, when Γhk,b = −1 at slot h, the discharge
rate Γhk,bx
h
k,b < 0 is the amount of power delivered by the
battery, while the power amount xhk,b/η
d
k,b is actually drawn
from the battery and is subtracted from Eh−1k,b . Without loss of
generality by ignoring the battery self-discharge rate, we have
Ehk,b = E
h−1
k,b when the battery is in idle mode (i.e., x
h
k,b = 0).
There is usually a constraint on the total permissible energy
consumption over the power grid at each time slot h:
lmin ≤
∑
k∈K
lhk ≤ lmax, ∀ h ∈ H (3)
where lhk =
∑
a∈Ak x
h
k,a and l
max is the maximum aggregate
amount of energy that the customers can demand from the
utility company at each time slot. If the utility company has
ability to sell electricity back to the main grid, we can let
lmin < 0, otherwise lmin = 0. In fact, this constraint prevents
creation of sub-peaks at the low-price time slots, or exceed-
ing the demand from the capacity of system’s infrastructure
(overloading).
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The social welfare problem may be given as:
max
X∈X
∑
h∈H
(∑
k∈K
∑
a∈Ak
Uhk,a(x
h
k,a, w
h
k,a)−Ch(
∑
k∈K
∑
a∈Ak
xhk,a)
)
(4)
where X is the global feasible set constructed of constraints
(1), (2), and (3) for all the customers, and Uhk,a(·) is a
concave utility function1 representing the satisfaction level of
appliance a belonging to customer k with priority factor whk,a
for slot h. The total cost imposed on the utility company for
supplying (generation/transmission/distribution) power at slot
h, Ch(x) = ϑ1x2 + ϑ2x + ϑ3, is strictly convex, where ϑ1,
ϑ2, and ϑ3 are some appropriate parameters.
Remark 1. The proposed appliance model/constraints set in
X is quite general and can be adopted for any appliance
1In general, a utility function describes the level of usefulness of available
resources and the quality of energy used by the customers.
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by changing some model parameters. For example, a well-
known nonlinear switching model for thermostatically con-
trolled loads (TCLs) is as follows [35]:
θhk,c = M1θ
h−1
k,c + (1−M1)(θA −M2Γhk,cxratk,c ) (5)
where θhk,c is the temperature of TCL c of customer k at
time-slot h, θA is the ambient temperature whose dynamics
are much slower than θhk,c, x
rat
k,c is the rated power, and
Γhk,c ∈ {0, 1} is a binary variable representing the oper-
ating state of the TCL c. The model parameters M1 =
exp(−∆T/(RthCth)) ≈ 1 − ∆T/(RthCth) and M2 =
Rthηt,c are constructed of thermal capacitance Cth, thermal
resistance Rth, and the coefficient of performance ηt,c of TCL
c, where ∆T is the sampling time. It is shown in [36] that the
aggregate non-linear discrete behavior Eq. (5) of TCLs can be
accurately approximated by the following linear continuous
state model:
θhk,c = M1θ
h−1
k,c + (1−M1)(θA −M2xhk,c) (6)
Here, the consumption rate xhk,c is a continuous variable
instead of a binary input of {0, xratk,c}. If we rewrite the
equation in terms of the consumption rate we have:
xhk,c =
[
[θhk,c −M1θh−1k,c ]/(1−M1)− θA
]
/−M2 (7)
We can use the mechanism proposed in [37] to model
the customers’ thermal comfort level according to the ISO
7730 model and evaluate the parameters Rth, Cth, ηt,c, and
xhk,c using Monte-Carlo simulation method. It is well-known
that according to the physical capacity characteristic of the
TCL appliance c (declared by the producer company), its
consumption rate xhk,c is bounded between x
min
k,c and x
max
k,a .
On the other hand, knowing θh−1k,c at the previous time slot
h − 1 as an initial state for slot h and determining the
desired temperature θhk,c for that slot, the consumer k can
set the proposer consumption rate xhk,c for these high-flexible
appliances c ∈ Ahfk through (7). Based on the simplified
model discussed in [38], the consumer k can evaluate/predict
the thermal comfort conditions in moderate environments
for his/her house. In this way, the consumer can effectively
determine θhk,c for all h ∈ H, which consequently specifies
the tolerable changes within energy bounds Emink,c and E
max
k,a
(i.e., reducing parameters [θhk,c]h∈H reduces the consumption
rates [xhk,c]h∈H, which results in lowering the total energy
consumption Ek,a over the day, so, Ek,a 6= Efixk,a ). Therefore,
he/she could make a trade-off between reducing the cost and
increasing the satisfaction level.
Most of the reported works in the literature assume that
the customers are price-taker (i.e., the behavior of the active
customers who participate in the DSM programs does not
affect the electricity price signal) [39]. However, when there
are a considerable number of active customers in the system,
their power consumption behavior will be comparable to the
conventional demand and inevitably influence the spot prices
in the electricity market. Indeed, designing the price signal
according to the price-taker assumptions results in creating
sub-peaks/valleys jeopardizing the reliability and stability of
the power system. So, it is essential provide a pricing policy
in which the customers are considered to be price-participant,
i.e., their consumption pattern affects the wholesale electricity
price. Accordingly, inspired by the work in [40] and knowing
that the marginal costs of supplying power forms some part
of the effectual price ph, we introduce the following real-time
supply-bidding pricing policy for each slot h:
ph = p˜hbl(ϑ1, ϑ2, ϑ3) + p
h
sh(
∑
k∈K
lhk) (8)
where, the stochastic parameter p˜hbl(·) is the baseline real-
time price which is not known to the customers and deter-
mined by the utility company, and phsh(·) is the shadow price
incurred due to the customers’ regime of consumption. The
utility company can manipulate the baseline price in order to
guarantee its profit, according to the nature of the resources at
hand. The shadow price is an increasing function of the total
demand (e.g., phsh · (
∑
k∈K l
h
k)
2) and makes sure that the load
shifting by the customers to the low-price slots does not create
other peaks. It is well-known that the baseline price signal
p˜hbl(·) has usually the lowest amount at the valley of the total
demand curve (when the aggregate power consumption is at
the lowest level). We also know that the customers try to shift
the operation time of their appliances to such slots. Therefore,
adding the shadow price signal in (8) works as a regulator
for the load-shifting behavior of the customers, reducing the
fluctuation of the total system demand.
According to the utility theory [41], a legitimate utility
function must be non-decreasing (i.e., the marginal benefit
is non-negative) ∂U(x,w)/∂x ≥ 0, and the marginal
benefit of each customer must be a non-increasing function
∂2U(x,w)/∂x2 ≤ 0. Moreover, we assume that for a fixed
consumption level x, a larger w gives a larger U(x,w) (i.e.,
∂U(x,w)/∂w > 0), and when the consumption level is zero
for all w > 0 we have U(0, w) = 0. The adopted utility
function is as follows [42], [43]:
Uhk,a(x
h
k,a, w
h
k,a) =
 xhk,a · whk,a − ν2 (xhk,a)2, 0 ≤ xhk,a <
whk,a
ν
(whk,a)
2
2ν
, xhk,a ≥ w
h
k,a
ν
(9)
where ν is a predetermined parameter and whk,a represents the
preference (priority) of electricity consumption for appliance
a of customer k at time slot h (e.g., higher whk,a means this
appliance is willing to consume more power at slot h).
The integer variables in (1) make social welfare (4) a mixed-
integer problem which is NP-hard in general. We can use
the sequential quadratic programming (SQP) integrated with
the Branch-and-Bound (B&B) method (such as the work in
[44]) or Bender decomposition method (such as the work
in [45]) to reduce the complexity of the problem. However,
one can simply convert the integer variables into continuous
variables. This method can reduce the computation time at
the customers’ side which is essential in our real-time DSM
application. The idea is to decompose each consumption
profile Xk , [xink ,xcnk ] into vectors xink with all integer
and xcnk with all continuous variables. Subsequently, we
replace each integer entry 0 ≤ xh,ink,a ≤ ruk,a of xink with
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its expansion xh,ink,a := {20xh,0k,a, 21xh,1k,a, · · · , 2υxh,υk,a}, where
υ = min{(r − 1)|2r − 1 ≥ ruk,a} and ruk,a is the upper
bound of the integer variable xh,ink,a [46]. We can let x
h,in
k,a =
xratk,a, ∀h ∈ Hk,a and take xh,0k,a ∈ {0, 1} as the decision
variable at each slot h. Inspired by the work in [46], by
introducing the following constraint we approximate all the
integer variables as continuous variables:
xh,0k,a · (1− xh,0k,a) = 0, ∀a ∈ Amfk ×Alfk , h ∈ H, k ∈ K (10)
As the interpretation of the corresponding integer variables
in the DSM program is the power consumption rate of
different electric appliances and the appliances can tolerate
the consumption rate deviations lower than a Watt. This
method provides good approximations of those integer vari-
ables, while is simple and has good coordination with the
ADMM, augmentation-based penalty, and dual-decomposition
techniques developed in the next section.
IV. DIFFUSION-ADMM STRATEGY
Without loss of generality, by letting phsh(
∑
k∈K l
h
k) = p
h
sh ·
(
∑
k∈K l
h
k)
2 for the price policy (8), and by assigning weight
λk and multiplying -1 in (4), the following convex-continuous
global incommodity minimization problem is defined:
min
X
L1(X) =
∑
h∈H
∑
k∈K
((
1− λk)
(
p˜hbl + p
h
sh(
∑
k∈K
lhk)
2
)
lhk
− λk
∑
a∈Ak
Uhk,a(x
h
k,a, w
h
k,a)
)
, s.t. (1)− (3) and (10) (11)
where, we assume that each customer k determines a proper
weight λk to make a trade-off between focusing on the cost
minimization and utility maximization. In solving problem
(11) in a fully distributed manner constraint (3) and shadow
price phsh(·) are challenging, because they spatially couple the
solution among the customers. The goal of the DSM program
is to minimize the overall power system cost including the
power generation/transmission/distribution cost of the whole
system (i.e., the first part of problem (11)) and the negative
of the total utilities of all the customers (i.e., the second part
of problem (11)). This structure of local costs of sub-systems
plus shared common cost over the whole system is called the
sharing problem [47]. One interesting and efficient solution to
this sharing problem is the ADMM cost-sharing method [47].
Further, the need of providing the desired energy level for
each appliance (presented in (1)), temporarily couples problem
(11). So, each customer needs to know p˜hbl for all h ∈ H to
make an optimal decision. At first, to tackle constraint (3), we
use dual-decomposition method as follows:
min
X
L2(X,µu,µd) = L1(X) +
H∑
h=1
µhu(
∑
k∈K
lhk − lmax)
+
H∑
h=1
µhd(l
min −
∑
k∈K
lhk), s.t. (1), (2), and (10) (12)
with µu , [µhu]h∈H and µd , [µhd ]h∈H, where µhu and µhd
are the Lagrangian multipliers at slot h for upper and lower
bonds of constraint (3), respectively. Knowing optimal µu and
µd, L1(X) is separable in terms of constraint (3) with the
following dual problem:
max
µu,µd
D(µu,µd) = min
X
L2(X), s.t. (1), (2), and (10) (13)
However, problem (12) is still spatially-coupled due to the
shadow price. Thus, we rewrite (12) as follows:
min
X
L2(X) =
∑
h∈H
(∑
k∈K
(
(1− λk) · (p˜hbl · lhk)
− λk ·
∑
a∈Ak
Uhk,a(x
h
k,a, w
h
k,a)
)
+ µhu(
∑
k∈K
lhk − lmax))
+ µhd(l
min −
∑
k∈K
lhk)
))
+
∑
h∈H
∑
k∈K
(
1− λk
) · (phsh · lhk · (∑
k∈K
lhk)
2
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
I
,
s.t. (1), (2), and [Gk,g(xink ) = 0]g=1,··· ,gk , ∀k ∈ K (14)
where Gk,g(xink ) and gk are the set of affine constraints
and number of affine constraints of customer k, induced by
integer constraints (10). Let LI2(X) denote part I of L2(X)
and L−I2 (X) denote the rest. Now, using augmentation-based
penalty methods we tackle the integer constraint complexity
as follows [48]:
min
X
L3(X) = L−I2 (X) +
∑
k∈K
ηk.Pk(Xk) + LI2(X),
s.t. (1) and (2)
(15)
with penalty function associated with each customer k ∈ K:
Pk(Xk) ,
gk∑
g=1
δEP (Gk,g(Xk)), δ
EP (x) =
{
0, x = 0
> 0, x 6= 0
where Pk combines the affine constraints and is a smooth
approximation to penalize the customer for assigning con-
tinuous variables to mid/low-flexible schedule of appliances.
Moreover, the scalar parameter ηk > 0 is the penalty parameter
and is used for controlling the relative importance of con-
straints (10), and δEP (·) is the penalty function for the affine
constraints (e.g., δEP (x) = x2).
Proposition 1. The adopted penalty function δEP (x) = x2
is convex and Gk,g(xink ) is affine. Therefore, each penalty
term δEP (Gk,g(Xk)) becomes convex inducing the convexity
of the aggregate penalty term Pk(Xk). On the other hand, the
original objective function (11) (excluding the penalty term) is
convex as it is composed of strictly convex cost function Ch(·),
concave utility function Uhk,a, and linear/affine constraints in
(1), (2), and (3). According to Theorem 1 in [48], when (11) is
feasible, the minimizer of (15) will tend to the optimal solution
of (11) as ηk → ∞. Please refer to Chapter 9 of [49] for
detailed analysis about the optimality of this mechanism and
choosing appropriate ηk.
The last step in the decomposition procedure is tackling part
I of (14) using the ADMM. As a primal-dual optimization
method, the ADMM technique has faster convergence than
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primal domain alternatives, such as the gradient descent algo-
rithm. Considering variable Xk as being the choice of cus-
tomer k in the ADMM method; the sharing problem involves
each customer adjusting its variable to minimize its individual
part of independent costs L−I2 (X) +
∑
k∈K ηkPk(Xk), as
well as the shared objective term LI2(X). To resemble the
classical sharing problem, let us rewrite the final unconstrained
minimization problem as
min
X
L3(X) =
∑
k∈K
L−I3 (Xk) + LI2(
∑
k∈K
Xk) (16)
where
∑
k∈K L−I3 (Xk) = L−I2 (X) +
∑
k∈K ηkPk(Xk), sub-
ject to local constraints (1) and (2), and LI2(
∑
k∈KXk) is
the shared objective. To decouple this shared objective, we
write (16) in the ADMM form by substituting all the decision
variables Xk for auxiliary variables in LI2(
∑
k∈KXk):
min
X1,··· ,XK
∑
k∈K
L−I3 (Xk) + LI2(
∑
k∈K
Zk), s.t.Xk −Zk = 0
(17)
where Xk and Zk have the same dimension. According to
the ADMM theory the iterative solution of (17) with iteration
index i takes the form [47]:
Xi+1k := arg min
Xk
(
L−I3 (Xk) + (σ/2)
∥∥Xk −Zik +U ik∥∥22 )
Zi+1k := arg min
Z
(
LI2(
∑
k∈K
Zk) + (σ/2)
∑
k∈K
∥∥∥Zk −U ik −Xi+1k ∥∥∥22 )
U i+1k := U
i
k +X
i+1
k −Zi+1k
where Uk is the scaled dual variable and Z-update at slot h
requires solving a problem in K × (H − h+ 1) dimensional
space. One method for adjusting parameter σ > 0 from
iteration to iteration is to increase it until the iterative method
used to carry out the updates converges quickly enough [47].
Let V ik = U
i
k +X
i+1
k , to avoid the curse of dimensionality,
let us rewrite the Z-update as follows:
min
Z1,··· ,ZK
LI2(KZ¯) + (σ/2)
∑
k∈K
∥∥Zk − V ik∥∥22 , s.t. Z¯ = (1/K) ∑
k∈K
Zk
(18)
where the solution for each customer k is Zk = V ik + Z¯ − V¯
with V¯ = (1/K)
∑
k∈K V
i
k , which converts (18) to un-
constrained version minLI2(KZ¯) + (σ/2)
∑
k∈K
∥∥Z¯ − V¯ ∥∥2
2
.
Substituting in the solution expression for Zk in the U -
update gives U i+1k := U¯
i + X¯i+1 − Z¯i+1 with X¯ =
(1/K)
∑
k∈KXk. This shows that the dual variables U
i+1
k
are all equal and can be replaced with a single dual variable
U . Finally, by substituting in the solution expression for Zk
in the X-update, the relaxed algorithm becomes [47]:
Xi+1k := arg min
Xk
(
L−I3 (Xk) + (σ/2)
∥∥Xk −Xik + X¯i − Z¯i +U i∥∥22 )
Z¯i+1 := arg min
Z¯
(
LI2(KZ¯) + (Kσ/2)
∥∥Z¯ −U i − X¯i+1∥∥2
2
)
U i+1 := U i + X¯i+1 − Z¯i+1 (19)
where the first step can be carried out independently in parallel
at the customers side and the second and third steps at the
utility company, which completes the optimization process.
For each customer k, to make an optimal decision, the
knowledge about behavior of p˜hbl for all upcoming slots h ∈ H
is essential, while each of which is a stochastic scalar. The last
part of the proposed mechanism is tackling the uncertainty
of p˜hbl by cooperatively estimate it using the diffusion-LMS
strategy [50]. This method is scalable, robust, and imposes
low communication/computation burden to the grid. Let dhk
denote the payment imposed on customer k at slot h regarding
the baseline price p˜hbl. Due to the stochastic nature of p˜
h
bl,
customer k observes scalar dhk of some random process d˜
h
k
resulted from regression vector uhk = l˜
h
k + z˜
h
k where z˜
h
k are
explanatory data available at each customer side. Without loss
of generality, regressors uhk are assumed to be the demand
profiles lhk , [lhk , · · · , lHk ] ∈ R1×(H−h+1) from the previous
slots and days updated at each slot only. However, one can
incorporate other data (such as weather, fuel cost and change
in other customers’ behavior.) in the regressors to increase the
estimation accuracy. To make an optimal decision for slot h,
each customer h ∈ K should estimate the potential payment
resulted for the rest of slots (H − h), caused by the decision
at slot h. So, we model the random process l˜hk from which l
h
k
is drawn, which is correlated with d˜hk . The objective at each
slot h ∈ H is for every customer in the grid to use its private
data {dhk , lhk} to estimate price vector p˜hbl , [p˜hbl, · · · , p˜Hbl ]>
for H − h + 1 slots. We consider the linear model for the
customer k’s observation/action as follows:
d˜hk = l˜
h
k p˜
h
bl + υ˜
h
k (20)
where, inaccuracy coefficient (noise) υ˜hk is a zero-mean ran-
dom variable with variance σ2υ,k, independent of l˜
h
k for all
k ∈ K and h, and independent of υ˜t` for ` 6= k or t 6= h.
Assumption 1. All regressors [l˜hk ]
h∈H
k∈K, are spatially and
temporally independent, which is really true in the DSM setup
as are decided based on the current price signal and the
customers’ desire.
We say that two customers are connected if they can
communicate directly with each other and we show the set of
customers connected to customer k (including itself) by Nk.
The global LMS estimation problem is defined as follows:
J(pˆhbl) ,
K∑
k=1
E
[
|d˜hk − l˜hk p˜hbl|2
]
(21)
However, the solution to this is not distributed and requires
access to the data across the entire grid, which has several
drawbacks (as mentioned in Section I). One can rewrite (21)
as [50]:
J´(pˆhbl) ,
∑
`∈Nk
c`,kE
[
|d˜h` − l˜h` p˜hbl|2
]
+
K∑
`6=k
∥∥pˆhbl − pˆhbl,`∥∥2Γ`
(22)
where Jk(·) is the estimation problem at customers k’s side,
[c`,k]`∈Nk are used to apply different weights to the neighbors’
data, pˆhbl,` is the local optimal solution for customer `, and
Γ` ,
∑
n∈N` cn,`Ru,n with Ru,n = E[l˜
h∗
n l˜
h
n]. To provide a
fully distributed agent-based estimation mechanism, objective
function (22) is approximated by the following modified
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function:
Jk(pˆ
h
bl) ,
∑
`∈Nk
a`,kE
[
|d˜h` − l˜h` p˜hbl|2
]
+
K∑
`∈Nk/k
b`,k
∥∥pˆhbl − ϕˆhbl,`∥∥2 (23)
where ϕˆhbl,` is the intermediate estimate of customer ` that is
available at customer k and b`,k is its weight (see [51] for
detailed analysis about the accuracy of this approximation).
Minimizing problem (23) for estimating pˆhbl at customer k
denoted by pˆh,ibl,k using a traditional iterative steepest-descent
solution takes the following form [52]:
pˆh,ibl,k = pˆ
h,i−1
bl,k + µk[∇pˆhblJk(pˆ
h
bl, i− 1)]∗
= pˆh,i−1bl,k + µk
∑
`∈Nk
a`,k(Rdu,` −Ru,`pˆh,i−1bl,k )
+ νk
∑
`∈Nk/k
b`,k(ϕˆ
h
bl,` − pˆh,i−1bl,k ) (24)
where Rdu,` = E[d˜h` l˜h∗` ]. The incremental technique [53], can
improve the accuracy by iterating sequentially over each term
of (24) with updating pˆh,i−1bl,k and ϕˆ
h
bl,` as follows:
ϕˆh,ibl,k = pˆ
h,i−1
bl,k + µk
∑
`∈Nk
a`,k(Rdu,` −Ru,`pˆh,i−1bl,k ),
pˆh,ibl,k = ϕˆ
h,i
bl,k + νk
∑
`∈Nk/k
b`,k(ϕˆ
h,i
bl,` − ϕˆh,ibl,k)
= (1− νk + νkbk,k)ϕˆh,ibl,k + νk
∑
`∈Nk/k
b`,kϕˆ
h,i
bl,` (25)
To adaptively estimate the cost in real-time we can re-
place Rdu,` and Ru,` with their instantaneous approximations
Rdu,` ≈ dh,i` lh,i`
∗
and Ru,` ≈ lh,i`
∗
lh,i` . Finally, setting
ck,k = 1−νk+νkbk,k and ck,` = νkbk,` in (25), we reach the
following adaptive diffusion adapt-then-combine (ATC) real-
time price estimation method [50]:
Adaptation Step:
ϕˆh,ibl,k = pˆ
h,i−1
bl,k + µk
∑
`∈Nk
a`,kl
h,i
`
∗
(dh,i` − lh,i` pˆh,i−1bl,k )
Combination Step:
pˆh,ibl,k = νk
∑
`∈Nk
c`,kϕˆ
h,i
bl,`
(26)
where the weighting coefficients A = [a`,k]`,k∈K ∈ RK×K
and C = [c`,k]`,k∈K ∈ RK×K are real, non-negative, and
satisfy:
a`,k = c`,k = 0 ∀` /∈ Nk,1>A = 1>,A1 = 1,1>C = 1>
(27)
The diffusion ATC (26) is one kind of diffusion family;
other kinds are with different orders and updating rules.
However, the ATC is widely used due to its simplicity and
better performance [54]. There are several rules to select
adaptation, [a`,k]`,k∈K, and combination, [c`,k]`,k∈K, weights
such as static selection according to the topology of the system
(uniform or averaging rule [55], Metropolis rule [56], relative-
degree rule [57], Laplacian rule [58], etc.), and dynamic
selection (adaptive rule, relative variance rule, Hastings rule,
etc.) [54], [59], [60]. The idea of the adaptive rules is, for
example, if some customer k can determine which of its
neighbors is less accurate in the price estimation. He can
then assign smaller adaptation and combination weights to its
interaction with that neighbor. As an insight, we introduce the
adaptive relative variance rule for determining c`,k in which
the customer determines the weights equal to the inverses of
the noise variances of the neighbor’s data as follows [61]:
c`,k =
{
1
γ2`,k
(∑
n∈Nk
1
γ2n,k
)−1
if ` ∈ Nk
0 otherwise
(28)
with γ2` , µ2`tr(G`), where G` is the moment matrice. For
real data this is equal to Rs,k calculated as follows [54]:
Rs,k , lim
i→∞
E[sk,i(p˜hbl,k)s∗k,i(p˜hbl,k)|Fi−1] (29)
where sk,i(ψ) , ∇ˆp˜h∗bl,kJk(ψ) − ∇p˜h∗bl,kJk(ψ), and Fi−1
denotes the filtration corresponding to all past iterates across
all the customers. To refrain curse of the computational
complexity, one can use a simple iterative rule for learning
γ2,i`,k using a learning factor ϑc ∈ (0, 1) as follows [59]:
γˆ2,i`,k = (1− ϑc)γˆ2,i−1`,k + ϑc
∥∥∥ϕˆh,ibl,` − pˆh,i−1bl,k ∥∥∥2 (30)
In Section V we show that it has better performance in
terms of the mean square deviation (MSD) measure, i.e.,
MSD = 1/I ·∑Ii=1 ||p˜hbl − pˆh,ibl,k||2. However, improving the
estimation performance in terms of MSD comes at the expense
of deterioration in the convergence speed during the transient
phase of the estimation process (26) [60]. It is suggested that
the customers at first use a fixed combination rule (as we
used Metropolis rule in [34]) and then switch to dynamic
combination rule (28) [59].
Remark 2. The network topology does not influence the
performance of the system and the only important thing is
that the network topology must be a connected-graph [62]. As
it is shown in [50], adaptive diffusion LMS estimation strategy
(26) with data model (20) and Assumption 1 is asymptotically
unbiased for any initial condition and any choice of matrices
A and C satisfying (27) if, and only if,
0 < µk <
2
λmax(
∑
`∈K a`,kRu,`)
, ∀k ∈ K
where λmax(·) is the maximum eigenvalue of a Hermitian
matrix.
At the end of each slot h, the utility company reveals
the price parameters p˜hbl and p
h
sh, the cost imposed by it,
and the total system consumption at that slot. If explanatory
variables (e.g., z˜hk ) are provided to help the customers making
more accurate estimation, the utility company can also update
that variables and send them to the customers. Accordingly,
the customers update their information and constraints (1)
and (2), and apply again the estimation and optimization
tools under the (event-triggered) MPC protocol to increase
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Algorithm 1 Diffusion-ADMM DSM Mechanism
1: I. Initialization: Set an optional profile Xk ∈ RH×Ak , the baseline
price signal p˜0bl ∈ RH×1, and 1, 2.
2: II. Repeat for h = 1, 2, · · · , H:
3: Estimation Phase: Set initial values for pˆh,0bl,k .
4: Iterate for i = 1, 2, · · · :
5: Receive predicted payment dh,i` ∈ N and scheduled aggregate
demand profile lh,i` ∈ R1×(H−h+1) from all neighbors ` ∈ Nk .
6: Run estimation iterations (26).
7: Update adaptation, [a`,k]`∈Nk , and combination, [c`,k]`∈Nk
weights, e.g., through (28).
8: Until convergence (i.e.,
∥∥∥pˆh,i+1bl,k − pˆh,ibl,k∥∥∥ ≤ 1)
9: Optimization Phase: Utility company set initial values for
X¯0, Z¯0,U0 ∈ RH×Ak ..
10: Iterate for i = 1, 2, · · · :
11: Receive updated X¯i, Z¯i, and U i from the utility company.
12: Run first line of (19) and update the consumption profile Xik →
Xi+1k .
13: If
∥∥∥Xi+1k −Xik∥∥∥ ≥ 2 (i.e., the new schedule changes compared
to the current schedule),
14: Then set Xi+1k as the new solution and broadcast it to the utility
company.
15: The utility company receives all [Xi+1k ]k∈K and updates{X¯i, Z¯i,U i} → {X¯i+1, Z¯i+1,U i+1} using the second and third
lines of (19).
16: Until convergence (i.e., none of the customers broadcast their
schedules and updated information)
17: Customer k applies the first row of matrix Xk and discards the others
according to the MPC protocol (e.g., [63]).
18: The utility company reveals true values for p˜hbl and
∑
k∈K l
h
k , and
customer k updates explanatory variables z˜hk , at the end of time-slot h.
the DSM’s performance [63]. To better demonstrate the data
communication/computation and the customers’ interactions in
the proposed framework, the whole Diffusion-ADMM based
DSM structure is shown in Algorithm 1.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The simulation environment is MATLAB R2017b run
on a PC Laptop 64-bit Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4510U CPU
@2.00-2.60GHz RAM 8.00GB. For the simulation set-up
we have used real-time price signal data from 5/05/2019
to 5/09/2019 of two pricing mechanisms (five-minute-based
and hourly-based) for pricing node ID 1 (PJM-RTO zone)
of Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Maryland Interconnection (PJM)
electricity market [64]. For the real-time performance analysis
of our diffusion price estimation mechanism, we have adopted
a five-minute-based price signal at 5/05/2019 of the PJM-
RTO zone as the reference signal and applied the proposed
mechanism to estimated it. The result is shown in Fig. 1, which
denotes the efficiency of the proposed cooperative mechanism.
The diffusion-LMS price estimation algorithm with different
rules is evaluated in Fig. 2 to denote the robustness of the
algorithm. In this figure, as the reference, we have considered
the hourly-based real-time electricity price data from PJM-
RTO zone at 5/06/2019. To model the effect of customers’
behavior in scheduling their consumption pattern with the
proposed ADMM DSM approach on the price market in the
considered day, we assume that the price behavior has the
mean equal to the reference price with some variation with a
uniform distribution around it (i.e., a white Gaussian noise).
The estimation performance of each customer is modeled with
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Fig. 1. Diffusion LMS-based price estimation for five-minute real-time PJM
market price.
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a benchmark minimum noise power between -30 and -10dB
plus a random uniform distributed accumulated noise variance
between 10 υ˜hk and 50 υ˜
h
k incorporating the customers’
characteristics. Fig. 2(a) denotes the estimation performance
over the real price and Fig. 2(b) denotes the estimation
performance evaluation in terms of the MSD measure. In non-
cooperating method there is not any data sharing between the
customers, in uniform method each customer assigns equal
weights a`,k and c`,k to each neighbor’s data. Metropolis
method assigns the weights according to the degree (i.e., the
number of neighbors) of each customer. Evidently, all the
cooperative methods result in better estimation compared with
non-cooperative ones, while, relative variance rule (28) is the
most accurate among all.
The comparison between three DSM scenarios in which
constraint (3) is not considered (called No Bound), there is
no cost-sharing like pricing policy (8) (called Static Price),
and the proposed framework is depicted in Fig. 3. In the No
Bound case, the total system consumption is not bounded. So,
the customers try to consume more energy at slots with low
price and less (or negative) energy at high price slots to reduce
their payments as much as possible. However, they do not
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Fig. 3. Result comparison between three DSM scenarios; a) Aggregated
customers’ payment, b) aggregate customers’ utility level (9), and c) The
utility company’s profit.
know that their behavior results in more fluctuations in the load
curve which subsequently changes the price signal, resulting in
more payment as shown in Fig. 3(a). Without iterative ADMM
method (19) in the Static Price case, the payment is reduced.
However, as they are not provided by the energy cost-sharing
mechanism and the customers do not have the shadow price
function and the information about the total consumption of
the other customers, their behavior still incurs more shadow
price to them.
In the case where there is no DSM program, the customers
use their appliances once needed resulting in the highest utility
level (maximum amount for (9)). However, any deviation from
this situation results in some dissatisfaction which justifies Fig.
3(b) where the No Bound case achieves the minimum dis-
utility (discomfort) level. As denoted, our method, although
applies more limitation to the customer actions, results in the
lowest payment. From this result, we can conclude that there
is no ideal strategy which results is the lowest payment and
the highest satisfaction (utility) level. So, the customers always
have to make a trade-off between operating their appliances
whenever they need (increasing the satisfaction level) and
changing their operation time and/or the amount of power
consumption in order to reduce the payment.
The result of Fig. 3(c) is challenging, it seems the utility
company can cheat and earns more profit by providing less
information (about the price parameters, the peak time, and the
dual-decomposition and ADMM multipliers) to the customers.
However, increasing the peak demand and the load curve
fluctuation would significantly increase the supply cost (the
cost of buying power from the wholesale electric market, the
operational and taxes costs, the self-generated power cost,
etc.). So, the possibility of cheating by the utility company
can be tackled by an appropriate selection of the wholesale
market price Ch(·) and other taxes policies.
In another view, deliberately or inadvertently providing false
or imperfect data significantly reduces the DSM performance
as shown in Fig. 4. We can see in this figure that in the No
Bound case (i.e., without considering constraint (3) and the
proposed pricing policy (8)) the sub-peak created in low time
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Fig. 4. The aggregated system’s load curves in different scenarios.
slots is even bigger than the original peak. As denoted, the
customers have tried to sell electricity back to the grid in
some time-slots. Also this high amount of reverse current has
adverse effect on the reliability and power quality of the power
grid, which results in a high penalty cost for the utility com-
pany and the customers. Moreover, for the Static Price case
we can see that the demand curve still has high fluctuations.
These fluctuations reduce the customer satisfaction, increase
the power distribution loss (as the power flow through the lines
deviated from the determined optimal power flow (OPF)), and
can increase the cost of ancillary serves for increasing the
power quality. However, when there is a shadow price phsh(·)
(the proposed mechanism case), the customers’ aggregate
consumption behavior tends to flat the total demand curve to
refrain suffering from both high baseline and shadow prices
in (8). The common peak-to-average ratio (PAR) measure
PAR = H max{[lh]h∈H}/
∑
h∈H l
h is; 2.9374 for No DSM,
3.0707 for No Bound, 1.7634 for Static Price, and 1.5130 for
our framework.
According to the constraints in (1), the aggregated energy
consumption must be equal for all appliances in all the
scenarios during one scheduling horizon (their tasks must be
fulfilled at the end of scheduling horizon H). However, for
the No DSM case, there is not any storage device, as there is
no plan for it. On the other hand, in the Proposed Mechanism
case, the customers start the DSM with empty2 storage devices
and end up with having full batteries at the end of H. They
can either sell all the energy stored in the batteries or save it
for a better situation in the next scheduling horizon. In Fig.
4, the storage devices for the Proposed Mechanism case are
not empty at the end of the scheduling horizon. Therefore, the
aggregate energy consumption is more than the other cases.
The convergence of the proposed dual-decomposition-
ADMM mechanism in terms of the multipliers is evaluated
in Fig. 5. Figs. 5(a) and (b) show that once the consumption
pattern of the customers tend to violate the supply capacity
(i.e., constraint (3)), the penalties µu and µd increase to
prevent that. As long as the DSM algorithm is running online,
the customers’ operations can violate constraint (3) and the
utility company needs to continuously update the Lagrange
multipliers µu,µd. This is why Figs. 5(a) and (b) have
2One can constraint the storage device energy level to be equal at the start
and end of the scheduling horizon (i.e., set E0k,b = E
H
k,b). In this case, the
net energy consumption by the storage devices will be equal for both DSM
and No DSM scenarios.
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continuous oscillations. Figs. 5(c) and (d) justify the need
for establishing an energy cost-sharing model by a dynamic
pricing method. By this protocol as the customers’ aggregate
power consumption in some slots increases, the shadow prices
are increased through the increase in Z¯ and U .
Each customer’s payment under our proposed mechanism is
presented in Fig. 6(a) and its normalized utility (satisfaction)
level is demonstrated in Fig. 6(b). From this result, we can
claim that all the customers have the tendency to participate
in the proposed mechanism. However, the comparison between
Figs. 6(a) and (b) reveals that each customer needs to make
a trade-off between more reducing the payment and less
reducing the utility level by choosing a proper value for λk.
Another simulation is carried out to analyze the computa-
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Fig. 7. Performance of the proposed mechanism in comparison with the
other methods in terms of the total computation time unit convergence.
tional burden our method imposes to the system and compare
it with the other potential methods. It is worth mentioning that
methods like combining game theoretic strategy with Diffusion
and AbP strategies (i.e., Game (Diffusion-AbP)) and ADMM
strategy with AbP strategy (ADMM (No Diffusion-AbP))
are also proposed for the first time in the DSM literature.
According to the depicted results in Fig. 7 we can see that
performing the DSM mechanism in a centralized manner
(such as [65]) imposes the most computational burden to the
system. Note that the MIP technique is based on the B&B
methods (i.e., the “Centralized (B&B)” case). When we use
our continuous approximation AbP technique to lower the
complexity of the MIP (i.e., the “Centralized AbP” case), the
computational burden is significantly reduced. However, in the
centralized methods the elapsed time to converge is not yet
practical in the real world-real-time applications.
Other state of the art strategies in the DSM literature are
game theoretic methods such as the well-known mechanism
first introduced in [32]. In the game theoretic methods two
factor can slow down the convergence speed; 1) It is necessary
for each customer to know the aggregated consumption of all
the other customers and decide accordingly (imposing high
communication burden and time delay). 2) Simultaneously
running the optimizations algorithm by the customers can
result in a non-optimal solution [32]. However, as denoted
by the case “Game (Diffusion-AbP)” when our diffusion
price estimation is added to the game theoretic methods,
the computation time is reduced. As shown in Fig. 7, it
still takes more time tachieve the solution for the game-
theoretic methods compared with the ADMM based methods.
When we do not apply the diffusion strategy in our ADMM
mechanism (i.e., “ADMM (No Diffusion-AbP)” and “ADMM
(No Diffusion-B&B)”), the elapsed time to convergence are
increase significantly.
The most important factor for the system participants, is the
aggregate power cost. To compare our proposed mechanism
with the other methods in this term, we provided another
simulation its results is shown in Fig. 8. The considered
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Fig. 8. Performance of the proposed mechanism in comparison with the
other methods in terms of the aggregate system payment.
scenarios in this figure are as follows;
a) The “No DSM” case in which the customers operate their
appliances at the nominal rate and consume power once they
need. b) Our proposed mechanism, namely, the case “ADMM
Diffusion-AbP”. c) The proposed method without the diffusion
strategy for the estimation stage (i.e., the case “ADMM (No
Diffusion)”), the aggregate system cost is increased as the cus-
tomers estimated the price less accurately. d) The case “Game
DiffusionAbP” denotes the scenario in which the optimization
stage is performed through the game theory and the estimation
stage through the proposed diffusion strategy. It seems that this
scenario converges faster than the ADMM method. However,
from Fig. 7, it takes more time for the game theoretic methods
to perform each stage (as they are not allowed to perform
simultaneously) while it is necessary for the customers to
reach to an optimal solution and then broadcast their solution
to the other customers. e) Combining the methods with the
well-known B&B algorithm (the cases “ADMM Diffusion-
B&B” and “Game Diffusion-B&B”). In these cases the B&B
method is used for optimization part instead of converting
the constrained problem into an unconstrained version and
converting the integer variables into continuous ones. As
depicted, the B&B method is more efficient, however, from
Fig. 7 it imposes more computational burden on the system
and is not suitable for a real-time DSM implementation. The
results show that the centralized methods achieve the lowest
electricity consumption cost. However, they are not scalable,
impose a huge computational burden to the system, are not
robust or secure to the communication failures, and the privacy
of the customers in these methods are always at risk [34]. We
can see that our framework achieves a sub-optimal aggregate
cost same as those by the game theoretic method, but in a
faster, more privacy preserving, and more scalable and robust
manner.
The performance of the proposed mechanism when the data
is corrupted (either deliberately by cheating or unintentional
because of communication failures) is analyzed and the results
are shown in Figs. 9 (a) and (b). The aggregate power
consumption pattern in different scenarios are depicted in Fig.
9 (a). In this figure, the cases Cheat-Failure (optimization) and
Cheat-Failure (estimation) denote the scenarios at which there
is a perturbation affecting the interactions and corrupting the
data at optimization and estimation stages, respectively. As
denoted, in the perfect scenario of our framework (i.e., case
No Cheat-Failure), the customers try to consume low power
at high-power demand slot. This is because they effectively
predict that both the price parameters p˜hbl and p
h
sh(·) are high
at that slot. This behavior significantly reduces the customers’
payment (denoted in Fig. 9 (b)) and results in the lowest
average PAR value of 1.1273, while the PAR of the No DSM
case is 2.3601.
However, when some customers cheat and provide false
information to their neighbors about the baseline price signal
p˜hbl and explanatory variables z˜
h
k , the customers’ payment are
increased compared to the perfect scenario and the average
PAR in this scenario is 1.4327. As each customer uses a
learning mechanism (similar to (30)) to determined the value
of information coming from its neighbors, the faulty customers
are soon will be identified, punished, and disconnected from
the network by setting c`,k = 0. This is why the proposed
mechanism is robust to communication/node failures.
From consumption behavior of the customers in Fig. 9 (a),
case Cheat-Failure (estimation), we can see that the customers’
peak demand coincides with the No DSM case. This is because
the customers do not know that the price is the highest at
theses slots, and consume more power to increase their utility
through maximizing function (9).
The last scenario is when there are faulty agents providing
fault data in the optimization stage (e.g., some customers
consume more power than the quantity they declare to the
utility company). This behavior significantly affects price
parameter phsh(·) and Lagrange multipliers µu,µd due to the
false information about quantity
∑
k∈K l
h
k . From consumption
behavior of the customers in Fig. 9 (a), case Cheat-Failure
(optimization), we can see that the customers are trying to
consume much power at low-price slot and low power at high-
price slots, unaware of all other customers are trying the same.
So, the customers payment are increased due to the growth of
the shadow price and the penalty of violating constraint (3)
and the average PAR increases to 1.6214.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Here, a scalable robust DSM approach for smart grid
including two sequentially repeated estimation and optimiza-
tion parts has been investigated. For the first time, in the
estimation part, we used a robust powerful diffusion-LMS
strategy by which the customers estimate the price signal
in a cooperative and decentralized manner. To optimize the
system, a novel supply-bidding pricing policy has been in-
troduced, a dual-decomposition method used to tackle the
supply capacity limits. Also, an ADMM energy cost-sharing
strategy developed to prevent any significant load fluctuations
and creation of sub-peaks. Due to the mid/low flexible ap-
pliance characteristics, the proposed DSM mechanism must
be formulated as a mixed-integer optimization problem which
is computationally NP-hard. So, we converted the integer
variables into continuous variables using the simple expan-
sion approximation and augmentation-based penalty methods.
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Fig. 9. Performance analysis of the proposed mechanism in the presence of
communication failure and customer cheating.
Numerical simulations have demonstrated that the proposed
framework has acceptable price estimation accuracy, imposes
low communication/computational burden on the system, and
reduces the load demand fluctuations significantly.
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